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Abstract: The spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an effective tool to observe tropical cy-

clone (TC) wind fields at very high spatial resolutions. TC wind speeds can be retrieved from cross-

polarization signals without wind direction inputs. This paper proposed methodologies to retrieve 

TC intensity parameters; for example, surface maximum wind speed, TC fullness (TCF) and central 

surface pressure from the European Space Agency Sentinel-1 Extra Wide swath mode cross-polari-

zation data. First, the MS1A geophysical model function was modified from 6 to 69 m/s, based on 

three TC samples’ SAR images and the collocated National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-

tion stepped frequency microwave radiometer wind speed measurements. Second, we retrieved the 

wind fields and maximum wind speeds of 42 TC samples up to category 5 acquired in the last five 

years, using the modified MS1A model. Third, the TCF values and central surface pressures were 

calculated from the 1-km wind retrievals, according to the radial curve fitting of wind speeds and 

two hurricane wind-pressure models. Three intensity parameters were found to be dependent upon 

each other. Compared with the best-track data, the averaged bias, correlation coefficient (Cor) and 

root mean-square error (RMSE) of the SAR-retrieved maximum wind speeds were –3.91 m/s, 0.88 

and 7.99 m/s respectively, showing a better result than the retrievals before modification. For central 

pressure, the averaged bias, Cor and RMSE were 1.17 mb, 0.77 and 21.29 mb and respectively, indi-

cating the accuracy of the proposed methodology for pressure retrieval. Finally, a new symmetric 

TC wind field model was developed with the fitting function of the TCF values and maximum wind 

speeds, radial wind curve and the Rankine Vortex model. By this model, TC wind field can be sim-

ulated just using the maximum wind speed and the radius of maximum wind speed. Compared 

with wind retrievals, averaged absolute bias and averaged RMSE of all samples’ wind fields simu-

lated by the new model were smaller than those of the Rankine Vortex model. 

Keywords: SAR data; tropical cyclone; intensity parameters retrieval; surface maximum wind 

speed; TC fullness; central surface pressure; wind field model 

 

1. Introduction 

Tropical cyclones (TCs) are one of the most destructive natural disasters on earth, 

including typhoons in western Pacific Ocean and hurricanes in Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean 

Ocean, and eastern Pacific Ocean. It forms over warm tropical waters with air accelerating 

towards a central low pressure [1]. TC intensity is defined in terms of the associated de-

struction when the storm arrives on land and is generally measured by serval parameters, 

for example, surface (10-m height) maximum wind speed, central surface pressure and 

TC fullness (TCF) [2,3]. 
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In meteorology, surface maximum wind speed is defined as the time-averaged max-

imum wind in the TC eyewall region. Both Saffir-Simpson hurricane intensity categories 

and the east Asian intensity definition are based on surface maximum wind speed, despite 

different averaged durations [4]. A strong storm tends to have a lower central pressure. 

The difference between central surface pressure and ambient surface pressure is the dom-

inant factor for generating gradient wind and has a positive correlation with maximum 

wind speed [5]. Wind-pressure models relate wind speed to pressure, which are widely 

utilized to estimate or simulate the wind field from limited pressure observations and vice 

versa [6–8]. 

In order to measure the size of the TC wind field, the radius of the maximum wind 

(RMW) and the radius of the gale-force wind (R17) are defined as size parameters. They 

receive particular attention and are used by former analysis to document the structure 

and the strength evolution of TC systems [9–11]. RMW describes the radius of extreme 

wind near the eyewall and R17 describes the extent of TC outer circulation. TCF bridges 

the gap between size and intensity, whose variation indicates TC’s intensification [12]. In 

general, a TC is considered to be intense when it has a small RMW and a large R17, corre-

sponding to a large TCF value, and weak when it has a large RMW and a small R17, cor-

responding to a small TCF value [3]. 

Spaceborne active microwave radars, such as scatterometers and synthetic aperture 

radars (SAR), can be employed day and night for monitoring TC systems over oceans 

[13,14]. Based on the positive correlation between microwave backscattering and sea sur-

face roughness, sea surface wind speed can be retrieved by geophysical model functions 

(GMF) from different polarization channels [15–17]. The GMF usually refers to the empir-

ical formula relating a normalized radar cross section (NRCS) to wind vector and radar 

incident angles. Due to the limitation of Bragg scattering, the co-polarization (VV or HH) 

NRCS becomes saturated with wind increasing under TC conditions. For example, the 

VV-polarization NRCS does not increase when the wind speed exceeds 25 m/s, leading to 

the retrieval problem of hurricane wind speeds, because the lower limit of the category 1 

hurricane is 33 m/s [18]. 

With improvement of the active microwave radar technology, cross-polarization (VH 

or HV) NRCS is found to be unsaturated, even under extreme wind conditions, because 

the cross-polarization echo signals are sensitive to wave breaking [19,20]. Hence, SAR 

cross-polarization signals are more suitable for retrieving TC surface wind speeds, which 

provides a valuable data source with high spatial resolution for studying detailed storm 

field structures [21,22]. It has been indicated that the cross-polarization NRCS is depend-

ent upon wind speed and radar incident angle, and is independent of wind direction 

[23,24]. For extreme wind speed, the incidence angle dependency is found to be weak [16]. 

The cross-polarization GMF based on this relationship is the foundation of retrieving TC 

wind speeds from SAR images, which influences the accuracy of TC intensity parameter 

retrieval directly. According to the collocations of SAR data and a variety of wind speed 

measurements or simulations, a large number of cross-polarization GMFs have been es-

tablished empirically, such as the H14 model [25] and the MS1A model [26]. 

Based on the Radarsat-2 dual-polarization ScanSAR mode products, Hwang et al. 

proposed the H14 GMF, which includes two models, i.e., H14S and H14E. The two models 

were established with the same design methodology, but from different wind references, 

leading to obviously different parameters. The wind sources of the former model were 

buoy, stepped frequency microwave radiometer (SFMR) and H*Wind data, whose maxi-

mum value was 56.00 m/s. For wind speeds higher than 35 m/s, VH NRCS acquired at 

incident angles lower than 45° was predicted to be saturated by the H14S model. The latter 

model was applicable to the European Center for Medium-range Weather Forecast 

(ECMWF) wind simulations, whose maximum value was 37.63 m/s. It has no saturation 

error for winds higher than 35 m/s. Validations suggested that the root mean squares 

(RMS) difference and bias were 2.45 and −0.32 m/s respectively for the H14E model. 
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By the same design methodology as the H14 model, the MS1A model was proposed 

based on the Sentinel-1A products acquired in Extra Wide swath (EW) mode and the soil 

moisture active passive (SMAP) wind speed measurements, whose maximum value is 

about 45 m/s. In their study, due to the limitation of SMAP data’s spatial resolution, VH 

NRCS values were averaged from a high spatial resolution (about 90 m) to a coarser spa-

tial resolution (40 km). The 3-km retrievals were not validated. This shortcoming was 

mainly caused by the problem of wind reference availability in the Satellite Hurricane 

Observation Campaign (SHOC) during the 2016 hurricane season. There was only the 

Tropical Strom Karl collocated with SFMR measurements, meaning that the maximum 

wind speed was less than 33 m/s for this case. Although it has been indicated that the 

agreement between SMAP and SFMR for winds greater than 25 m/s is very good [27], the 

MS1A model still needs to be evaluated by comparing retrievals with SFMR data. 

Using 3-km winds retrieved by the MS1AHW model, Combot et al. constructed an 

extensive database from RadarSat-2 and Sentinel-1 SAR acquisitions to describe how the 

SAR-derived wind field can be used to extract important TC parameters and evaluate 

their consistency with respect to best-track and SFMR airborne measurements [28]. While 

retrievals have a strong correlation with the SFMR data provided by Center for Satellite 

Applications and Research (STAR) of the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and In-

formation Service (NESDIS), they have lower statistical outcomes with the SFMR data 

from Hurricane Research Division (HRD) of the Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorolog-

ical Laboratory (AOML), that we will use here. For AOML/HRD, bias and RMSE are 1.49 

and 4.32 m/s, respectively. For STAR/NESDIS, bias and RMSE are −0.24 and 3.86 m/s, re-

spectively. 

In this study, we focus on the application of SAR data for TC intensity parameter 

retrieval and symmetric wind field model development. Following the introduction, the 

data used are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the MS1A-retrieved wind speeds are 

compared against the SFMR data for modification. In Section 4, we retrieve 42 TC samples’ 

wind fields by the modified MS1A model and extract their intensity parameters. Then, 

these parameters are analyzed statistically and compared with the best-track data. A new 

TC wind field model is developed in Section 5. Discussions and conclusions are made in 

Sections 6 and 7, respectively. 

2. Data 

2.1. Sentinel-1 EW Mode Data 

For the European Space Agency (ESA) Sentinel-1 A/B satellites, TC images are gen-

erally acquired in the EW mode or the Interferometric Wide swath (IW) mode. The two 

modes include both VV-polarization and VH-polarization channels. The EW mode im-

ages have a wider swath (400 km) and more sub-swaths (5) than the IW mode images 

(250-km swath and 3 sub-swaths), and sacrifice high spatial resolution for large coverage. 

In this study, the L1-detected medium-resolution (GRD-MD) dual-polarization prod-

ucts in EW mode were collected from the ESA Copernicus Open Access Hub database 

(https://scihub.copernicus.eu/, accessed date: 21 April, 2021), including 68 scenes of 42 TC 

samples (23 hurricane samples and 19 typhoon samples) acquired in the past five years. 

Their brief information is listed in Tables A1 and A2. In the data processing step, the Sen-

tinel Application Platform (SNAP) 7.0 software was utilized for GRD border noise re-

moval, thermal noise removal, and image calibration. All images were resampled at a spa-

tial resolution of 1 km, which is comparable to the SFMR data and is used throughout. 

2.2. SFMR Wind Speed Measurements 

As an airborne passive microwave radar, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-

ministration (NOAA) SFMR is the primary instrument used by the National Hurricane 

Center (NHC) to determine hurricane intensity. SFMR measures surface brightness tem-

perature along the flight track in 6 frequency bands spanning 4.6 to 7.2 GHz [29]. Wind 
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speeds are retrieved based on the function between wind speed and brightness tempera-

ture. It was reported that the SFMR wind speed measurements were within ~3.9 m/s 

RMSE of the dropsonde-estimated wind speeds [30]. 

We collected the SFMR wind measurements of three TCs (Tropical Storm Karl, Hur-

ricane Michael and Hurricane Douglas) from the NOAA Atlantic Oceanography and Me-

teorological Laboratory (AOML) (ftp://ftp.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/pub/data/sfmr/, accessed 

date: 21 April, 2021). The spatial resolution is 0.01°. The time difference between SFMR 

and SAR data were controlled within 2 h. The location shift algorithm proposed in [31] 

was applied for improving the collocation accuracy, which has been used previously in 

[16] and [32]. Due to Karl collocations’ small maximum wind (29.5 m/s) and small quantity 

in 20–30 m/s (only 73 points), we did not use it for GMF modification. Table 1 illustrates 

the TC information, SAR images and collocation numbers of the Hurricane Michael and 

the Hurricane Douglas. 

Table 1. Information of TCs, SAR images, and wind references used for the MS1A modification. 

TC Name Area Category SAR Instrument Acquisition Time (UTC) Wind Reference Collocations 

Michael 

Atlantic 3 Sentinel-1A 20181009 23:43 
AFRC 1 SFMR 

NOAA SFMR 
2789 

Atlantic 4 Sentinel-1A 20181010 11:49 
AFRC SFMR 

NOAA SFMR 
2588 

Douglas East Pacific 2 Sentinel-1A 20200725 03:47 AFRC SFMR 109 
1 Air Force Reserve Command (AFRC). 

2.3. TC Best-Track Data 

The best-track data generally contain basic TC information, such as time, center loca-

tion, maximum surface wind speed and central surface pressure. The best-tracks of 23 

hurricane samples and 19 typhoon samples were collected from the NHC’s reports 

(https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/tcr/, accessed date: 24 April, 2021) and the Joint Typhoon 

Warning Center (JTWC) (http://www.metoc.navy.mil/jtwc/, accessed date: 5 July, 2021). 

Intensities provided by two centers are 1-min sustained winds. The data used were spec-

ified to be with the closest time to the SAR acquisition time. According to the best-tracks, 

Figure 1 shows the number of TC samples in different categories and different sea areas. 

 

Figure 1. The numbers of the TC samples we used in different categories and different sea areas. 
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3. MS1A Modification 

We retrieved the wind fields of the Hurricane Michael and the Hurricane Douglas 

from 3 Sentinel-1A VH-polarization images, based on the MS1A model proposed in [26]. 

The SAR images and retrievals are shown in Figure 2. Although there are some imprints 

of sub-swath seams in retrieval maps, the regions of wind speeds higher than 25 m/s are 

consecutive, indicating that the high wind speed region is free of thermal noise impact. 

For these samples, the SAR-retrieved maximum wind speeds are 72.05, 78.96 and 57.78 

m/s in Figure 2d, e and f, respectively. However, according to the best-tracks, their maxi-

mum wind speeds were 110, 125 and 95 knots, i.e., 56.54, 64.25 and 48.83 m/s, which are 

much lower than retrievals. In [32], according to the comparison between VH NRCS and 

SFMR wind speeds, it was also reported that the MS1A model overestimated extreme 

wind speeds (see Figure 3d in [32]). Hence, we made a modification for the MS1A model 

to improve accuracy. 

(a) (b) (c) 

 
 

(d) (e) (f) 

 

 

Figure 2. The Sentinel-1A EW mode cross-polarization images of (a) the Hurricane Michael at 23:43 UTC, 9 October 2018, 

(b) the Hurricane Michael at 11:49 UTC, 10 October 2018, (c) the Hurricane Douglas the Hurricane Michael at 03:47 UTC, 

25 July 2020. (d), (e), (f) are the corresponding MS1A-retrieved sea surface wind speeds of (a), (b), (c) used for MS1A 

modification. 

The surface wind speeds retrieved by the MS1A model were compared with the 

SFMR measurements, as shown in Figure 3 and Table 2. There were 5486 collocations in 

total. We defined the averaged bias as follows: 

Bias = ∑ (U10,i
Ret  −  U10,i

Ref
)N

i = 1 /N  (1)
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where the U10,i
Ret  is the wind speed retrieval, the U10,i

Ref
 is the wind speed reference. The 

unit is meter per second. N stands for the total collocation number. For all collocations, 

the averaged bias, correlation coefficient (Cor) and root mean-square error (RMSE) are 

1.46 m/s, 0.96 and 4.68 m/s, respectively. Although the retrievals are highly correlated with 

the SFMR data, the averaged bias increases from negative to positive with increasing wind 

speed, indicating that the MS1A model underestimates low-to-moderate wind speeds 

slightly and overestimates high-to-extreme wind speeds dramatically. The reason for 

overestimation is the different relationships between VH NRCS and wind speeds from 

SMAP and SFMR. According to the Figure 3 in [31], for one VH NRCS value in the high-

to-extreme wind regime, the SMAP provides higher wind speeds than SFMR. 

 

Figure 3. Comparison between the MS1A-retrieved and the SFMR-measured wind speeds, accord-

ing to the samples of the Hurricane Michael and the Hurricane Douglas. The red curve fitted stands 

for the correction function of the MS1A model. 

Table 2. Comparison of the MS1A-retrieved wind speeds and the SFMR measurements in different wind ranges. 

Wind Range (m/s) Collocation Number Averaged Bias (m/s) Cor RMSE (m/s) 

0–20 2702 −0.51 0.69 2.51 

20–40 2332 2.88 0.88 5.35 

>40 452 6.00 0.59 9.02 

All Data 5486 1.46 0.96 4.68 

The correction function illustrated with the red curve in Figure 3 was fitted from 6 to 

69 m/s: 

U10
Mod = 1.81U10

MS1A0.80
 (2)

where U10
Mod and U10

MS1A are the MS1A-retrieved wind speeds after and before modifica-

tion, respectively. The unit is meter per second. According to this function, the modified 

result is 54.74 m/s for the original 70 m/s. Figure 4 shows the wind retrievals after modifi-

cation. Compared with the retrievals shown in Figure 2, extreme wind speeds had been 

reduced evidently and low-to-moderate wind speeds were increased slightly. To note, 

due to the quantitative limitation of SFMR collocations, we were neither able to refine the 

MS1A model for each sub-swath individually, nor validate it using other SFMR data. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

 

 

Figure 4. Sea surface wind speeds retrieved by the modified MS1A model for (a) the Hurricane Michael on 9 October 2018, 

(b) the Hurricane Michael on 10 October 2018, (c) the Hurricane Douglas on 25 July 2020. 

4. TC Intensity Parameters Retrieval 

4.1. Surface Maximum Wind Speed 

In order to evaluate the modified MS1A model and the relationships between inten-

sity parameters, we retrieved the sea surface wind fields of 42 TC samples with the origi-

nal MS1A model and the modified MS1A model separately. Then, maximum wind speeds 

were extracted for each sample. The maximum winds before and after modification were 

validated with those provided by best-tracks, as shown in Figure 5. The green dashed 

lines illustrate the trends of point distribution. For all samples, best-track maximum winds 

ranged from 55 to 160 knots, i.e., 28.27 to 82.24 m/s. The Typhoon Halong (2019) developed 

over the western Pacific Ocean had the highest maximum wind speed. 

(a) (b) 

 

Figure 5. Comparisons between the maximum wind speeds provided by best-tracks and those retrieved by the MS1A 

model (a) before modification, (b) after modification. Blue and red marks stand for the hurricane and typhoon samples, 

respectively. Green dashed lines illustrate the distribution trends. 

For the retrievals before modification, the averaged bias, Cor and RMSE are 5.96 m/s, 

0.88 and 9.99 m/s, respectively. The MS1A model overestimated the maximum wind 

speeds for most samples. After modification, retrievals matched best-track data much 
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better, the averaged bias, Cor and RMSE are −3.91 m/s, 0.88 and 7.99 m/s. Results demon-

strate that the retrieval bias and RMSE of the MS1A model are corrected by the modifica-

tion function effectively. Last but not least, averaged biases of −2.12 and −6.08 m/s are 

reported for hurricanes and typhoons respectively, which were possibly caused by the 

different wind speed ranges of samples. 

High wind in TC inner core is always accompanied by heavy precipitation. As pre-

vious studies confirmed, the contribution of extreme rainfall is difficult to be removed 

from the backscattered signal, since the C-band signal has ambiguous behavior to rainfall 

and the collocated high-spatial-resolution rainfall measurements are generally unavaila-

ble [33,34]. As a result, maximum wind speed is difficult to be retrieved accurately 

[31,32,35,36]. In addition, best-tracks are known to be particularly limited in the situation 

that TC evolves fast [37–40]. It should be noted that our work does not consider different 

rainfall situations and intensity evolutions. The discrepancies in Figures 3 and 5 are pos-

sibly induced by the two issues mentioned above. 

4.2. Tropical Cyclone Fullness 

As mentioned previously, the TCF value relates to the size parameters and maximum 

wind speed, written as: 

TCF = 1 −  
RMW

R17
 (3)

After determining the center location, RMW could be derived from the point with the 

maximum wind speed in a retrieval map. This parameter has been proven to be a more 

reliable information than maximum wind speed, due to the strong reflectivity of the signal 

and as it is less subject to time-averaged convention and less affected by disturbances such 

as heavy precipitations [28]. 

Radial wind fitting was utilized to extract R17, based on the distribution of wind re-

trievals in a different radius. Figure 6 shows an example of the Hurricane Michael’s wind 

distribution within 200 km, acquired at 23:43 UTC, 9 October 2018. The wind distribution 

from 19 to 200 km was fitted by a power function and shown in black curve, i.e., a radial 

wind curve. We calculated R17 according to this curve and finally got the TCF value with 

Equation (3). For this case, the RMW, R17 and TCF are 19.0 km, 157.5 km and 0.88, respec-

tively. 

According to the methodology above, the TCF values of 42 TC samples were calcu-

lated and compared with the SAR-retrieved maximum wind speeds and the best-track 

maximum wind speeds. Results are shown in Figure 7. The TCF value increases with in-

creasing maximum wind speed. The Cor between the TCF values and the SAR-retrieved 

maximum winds is 0.62, lower than that of the best-track maximum winds (0.70). Finally, 

empirical equations of the two intensity parameters were presented as follows: 

TCF=0.166UMax
SAR0.403

 (4)

TCF=0.180UMax
BT 0.375

 (5)

where UMax
SAR  stands for the maximum wind speeds retrieved by the modified MS1A 

model, and UMax
BT  stands for the maximum wind speeds collected from best-track data. 

The two equations just have minor differences in coefficients, because the maximum 

winds from the two sources match well. 
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Figure 6. Radial wind distribution of the Hurricane Michael, according to the modified MS1A model’s retrievals from the 

Sentinel-1A images acquired at 23:43 UTC, 9 October 2018. The color bar represents the point number within a range of 1 

km and 1 m/s. Black curve stands for the radial wind curve fitted by power function. 

(a) (b) 

 

Figure 7. Comparison of the TCF values retrieved from the Sentinel-1 images and (a) the maximum wind speeds retrieved 

by the modified MS1A model, (b) the maximum wind speeds provided by best-tracks. Black curves are fitted by power 

functions. 

4.3. Central Surface Pressure 

The Holland hurricane model describes the symmetric radial profiles of sea surface 

pressure and wind speed for TCs [7]. When the maximum wind speed (UMax), RMW, cen-

tral surface pressure (Pc) and ambient pressure (Pn = 1010 mb) are given, surface wind 

speed could be calculated by: 

U10(r) = �
B

ρ
�

RMW

r
�

B

(Pn  −  Pc)exp(−
RMWB

rB ) + �
rf

2
�

2

�
1/2

 − 
rf

2
  (6)
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B = ρe
UMax

2

Pn-Pc
  (7)

f = 1.46 × 10�4sinφ  (8)

where U10 is 10-m wind speed in meter per second. r is the distance from TC center in 

meter. B is the shape parameter. ρ = 1.15 kg m−3 is air density. e = 2.7183. f is the Coriolis 

parameter and φ is the latitude of TC center. After inputting U10 = 17 m/s, R17 and Equa-

tion (3) into the Equation (6), the Holland model is rewritten as: 

17 = �
B

ρ
(1 −  TCF)B(Pn  −  Pc)exp[−(1 −  TCF)B] + �

R17f

2
�

2

�
1/2

 −  
R17f

2
  (9)

According the Equation (9), we calculated the central surface pressures of all TC sam-

ples and validated the results with best-track data. Comparison is illustrated in Figure 8 

(blue diamond) and Table 3. Pressure retrievals vary from about 850 to 1000 mb. The av-

eraged bias, Cor and RMSE between the pressures of two sources are 1.17 mb, 0.77 and 

21.29 mb. 

In addition, according to the Atkinson wind-pressure model, i.e., the Equation (10), 

we calculated the central surface pressures and compared them with those provided by 

best-tracks. The results are shown in Figure 8 (red unfilled diamond) and Table 3. The 

averaged bias, Cor and RMSE between the two sources’ pressures are −2.64 mb, 0.86 and 

13.54 mb. Although the computation of the Holland model used more parameters, its re-

sults just have a smaller bias than the Atkinson model. For the latter model, Cor and RMSE 

are better than the former model. 

UMax = 3.44(1010 −  Pc)0.644 (10)

 

Figure 8. SAR-retrieved central surface pressures of 42 TC samples using the Holland model (blue 

diamond) and the Atkinson model (unfilled red diamond), and their comparisons with the central 

surface pressures provided by best-tracks. 
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Table 3. Comparison of the SAR-retrieved central surface pressures using the Holland model and 

the Atkinson model and those provided by best-tracks. 

Model Bias (mb) Cor RMSE (mb) 

Holland Model 1.17 0.77 21.29 

Atkinson Model −2.64 0.86 13.54 

5. Wind Field Model Development 

In a TC weather system, surface wind speed generally increases from center to eye-

wall and decreases from the eyewall to the outer regions. Maximum wind speed appears 

near the eyewall. Intensity and size are two key factors for forecasting and studying TCs. 

As a consequence, a large number of wind field models have been developed to simulate 

TC wind distribution, based on limited observations; for example, UMax, Pc and RMW. 

Many studies bring size parameters from observations or use some peripheric information 

to improve the model accuracy [8,41,42]. However, they did not benefit from high-resolu-

tion data like SAR retrievals. 

In this study, we combined the radial wind curve, the Rankine Vortex model [43] and 

the relationship between TCF and UMax to propose a new TC wind field model. By this 

model, wind field could be calculated symmetrically with UMax and RMW. Wind field 

size was considered as the TCF value relating RMW, R17 and UMax. When r ≥ RMW, we 

used the following power function to describe wind profile: 

U10(r) = ar�, r ≥ RMW (11)

where the unit of r and RMW is kilometers. To determine the coefficients a and b, we 

brought (RMW,UMax) and (R17,17) into Equation (11) and got: 

UMax = aRMW�   (12)

17 = aR17b (13)

After solving them, we got: 

b = log
1 � TCF

UMax

17
 (14)

where the TCF value could be computed by the Equation (4) or (5). According to the Equa-

tion (12), a was expressed as: 

a = 
UMax

RMWb
 (15)

As a result, the coefficients a and b are the functions of UMax and RMW. Wind speed 

at radius r can be calculated using the Equation (11) if UMax and RMW are known. It 

should be noted that the new model could be only used within a 200-km radius, because 

only the radial wind curve had been investigated in this region. 

For r < RMW, we used the Rankine Vortex model to calculate wind speed: 

U10(r) = 
UMarr

RMW
, r < RMW  (16)

In order to evaluate the proposed model, we inputted all the TC samples’ maximum 

wind speeds and RMW values into the new model and the Rankine Vortex model to sim-

ulate wind fields within the 200-km radius. For r ≥ RMW, the Rankine Vortex model is 

expressed as: 

U10(r) = 
UMaxRMWα

rα , r  ≥ RMW  (17)

where α is the decay component. For the pure situation, α = 1. Considering different cat-

egories, the modified Rankine Vortex statistics in [43] illustrate different α values. 
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For the hurricane samples presented in Table 1, Figure 9 shows the wind speeds sim-

ulated by our model (left column) and those simulated by the pure Rankine Vortex model 

(middle column) and the modified Rankine Vortex model (right column). The simulations 

of our model are larger than those of the pure Rankine Vortex model, smaller than those 

of the modified Rankine Vortex model and more similar to retrievals. 

(a) (b) (c) 

  
(d) (e) (f) 

  
(g) (h) (i) 

  

Figure 9. The wind speeds of the Hurricane Michael at 23:43 UTC, 9 October 2018, simulated by (a) our model, (b) the 

pure Rankine Vortex model, (c) the modified Rankine Vortex model within a 200-km radius, respectively. The wind speeds 

of the Hurricane Michael at 11:49 UTC, 10 October 2018, simulated by (d) our model, (e) the pure Rankine Vortex model, 

(f) the modified Rankine Vortex model within a 200-km radius, respectively. The wind speeds of the Hurricane Douglas 

at 03:47 UTC, 25 July 2020, simulated by (g) our model, (h) the pure Rankine Vortex model, (i) the modified Rankine 

Vortex model within a 200-km radius, respectively. 
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All simulations were compared statistically with the retrievals of the modified MS1A 

model. The averaged bias, averaged absolute bias and averaged RMSE were computed 

using the following equations: 

Ave Bias  = � [ � (U10,i,j
Sim  −  U10,i,j

Ret )

ni

j = 1

/ni]

N

i = 1

/N (18)

Ave Abs Bias = ∑ abs[ ∑ (U10,i,j
Sim  − U10,i,j

Ret )
ni
j = 1 /ni]

N
i = 1 /N  (19)

Ave RMSE = � RMSEi

N

i = 1

/N (20)

where U10,i,j
Sim  and U10,i,j

Ret  stand for the simulated wind speeds and retrieved wind speeds. 

ni is the point number of a TC sample and N = 42. Comparisons of the two models are 

illustrated in Figure 10 and Table 4. For the pure Rankine model, Ave Bias, Ave Abs Bias 

and Ave RMSE  are −6.25, 7.31 and 8.72 m/s, respectively. For the modified Rankine 

model, Ave Bias, Ave Abs Bias and Ave RMSE are 6.47, 6.65 and 7.67 m/s, respectively. 

For more samples, our model performs better than the Rankine models. Its Ave Bias, 

Ave Abs Bias and Ave RMSE are 0.27, 3.78 and 5.52 m/s, respectively. 

(a) (b) 

  

Figure 10. Comparisons of 42 TC samples’ wind simulations using our model and the Rankine Vortex model with wind 

retrievals of the modified MS1A model in (a) bias, (b) RMSE. Blue and red marks refer to pure Rankine Vortex and mod-

ified Rankine Vortex, respectively. The circles in (a) are absolute biases. 

Table 4. Comparison of 42 TC samples’ wind simulations of our model and the Rankine Vortex model based on wind 

retrievals of the modified MS1A model. 

Model Averaged Bias (m/s) Averaged Absolute Bias (m/s) Averaged RMSE (m/s) 

Our Model 0.27 3.78 5.52 

Pure Rankine Vortex Model −6.25 7.31 8.72 

Modified Rankine Vortex Model 6.47 6.65 7.67 

6. Discussion 

In this study, TCs’ maximum wind speeds, central surface pressures and TCF values 

were retrieved from SAR images according to several methodologies, for example the 

modified MS1A GMF, the Holland hurricane model, the Atkinson wind-pressure model, 
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radial wind profile fitting and the definition of TCF. Among them, the modified MS1A 

model was fundamental, because three intensity parameters were derived from wind re-

trievals directly or indirectly. In GMF modification, the MS1A retrievals were compared 

with the AOML/HRD SFMR winds. This retrieval was previously compared to 

STAR/NESDIS SFMR winds [32], which are approximately 5 m/s higher than AOML/HRD 

SFMR winds, due to different solutions to remove rain contamination in wind speed esti-

mates [44]. It will be interesting to refine MS1A with a different SFMR product.  

As a part of the evaluation, the retrieved maximum wind speeds had been compared 

with those collected from best-tracks and are shown in Figure 5b. One possible error 

source was that the best-track maximum wind speeds were time-averaged; however, the 

maximum wind speeds retrieved from SAR images were at certain moments. As a conse-

quence, all equations in this paper containing UMax or UMax
SAR possibly have an error if the 

best-track maximum wind speeds are inputs. 

Investigating the relationships between intensity parameters is one aim of this study. 

Figure 11 shows the distributions of SAR-retrieved maximum wind speeds, central pres-

sures using the Holland hurricane model (Pc
SAR) and pressures provided by best-tracks 

(Pc
BT). Figure 12 shows the distributions of SAR-retrieved TCF values and the central pres-

sures of two sources. 

(a) (b) 

  

Figure 11. Distributions of the maximum wind speeds retrieved by the modified MS1A model and central pressures (a) 

retrieved by the Holland hurricane model, (b) provided by best-tracks. Blue and red diamonds stand for hurricane and 

typhoon samples, respectively. Black curves are fitting functions. 

Pressure is negatively dependent on the other two intensity parameters. Based on 

these relationships, we proposed four empirical functions: 

UMax
SAR = 23.270(1010 −  Pc

SAR)
0.232

 −  11.60 (21)

UMax
SAR = 0.077(1010 −  Pc

BT)
1.321

 + 29.39 (22)

TCF = −2.385(1010 −  Pc
SAR)

�0.566
 + 1.07 (23)

TCF = 0.913(1010 −  Pc
BT)

0.114
 −  0.65 (24)

It should be noted that the pressure ranges are 850–1000 mb for Pc
SAR and 892–1000 

mb for Pc
BT. 
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(a) (b) 

  

Figure 12. Distributions of the SAR-retrieved TCF and central pressures (a) retrieved by the Holland hurricane model, (b) 

provided by best-tracks. Blue and red diamonds stand for hurricane and typhoon samples, respectively. Black curves are 

fitting functions. 

7. Conclusions 

Sea surface wind field structure and intensity variation are hot topics in TC study. 

This paper focused on the added-value of C-band SAR cross-polarization images for re-

trieving TC intensity parameters, which include maximum wind speed, central surface 

pressure and TC fullness, and on developing a wind field model. 

GMF plays an important role in retrieving intensity and size information. Thus, we 

first modified the MS1A model to improve its retrieval accuracy in an extreme wind re-

gime at a high spatial resolution. The SFMR wind data of two hurricanes were collected 

and matched with 1-km wind speeds retrieved by the MS1A model from the Sentinel-1A 

images after location shift. Matching results up to 69 m/s indicated that the MS1A model 

overestimated winds and the bias increased when wind speeds exceeded 20 m/s. Based 

on power fitting, a modification function was proposed to correct MS1A’s retrieval bias. 

For validation and comparison, we retrieved 42 TC samples’ wind speeds using the 

MS1A model before and after the modification. These TCs’ intensities varied from a trop-

ical storm to category 5. The comparison between SAR-retrieved maximum winds and 

those collected from best-tracks indicated that the MS1A model had a better performance 

after the modification. The averaged retrieval bias, Cor and RMSE are –3.91 m/s, 0.88 and 

7.99 m/s, respectively. 

Based on the 1-km SAR-retrieved wind fields, we studied the relationship between 

maximum wind speed and size parameters which were related by TCF. The values of R17 

and RMW were derived from radial wind curves fitted by power function. Comparison 

between the TCF values and maximum wind speeds showed that they had a positive cor-

relation. Two empirical functions of TCF and maximum wind speed were proposed based 

on SAR retrievals and best-track data. 

An experiment was carried out to retrieve all TC samples’ central pressures by the 

Holland hurricane model and the Atkinson wind-pressure model from wind retrievals. 

The values of R17 and TCF were inputted into the Holland model for calculation with a 

single equation. Compared with best-track pressures, the Holland model’s results have a 

smaller bias, the Atkinson model’s results have a larger Cor and a smaller RMSE. 

In addition, we combined the proposed wind-TCF function, the Rankine Vortex 

model and the radial wind curve to develop a new wind field model. For the regions of 

radius larger than RMW, the model was designed with a power function, whose form is 
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the same as the function used for fitting the radial wind curve. Two coefficients were de-

termined by the values of RMW and maximum wind speed and 42 samples’ simulations 

demonstrated that the proposed model had a better performance than the pure and mod-

ified Rankine Vortex models in the aspects of averaged bias, averaged absolute bias and 

averaged RMSE. 

Finally, the SFMR product and error source were discussed. The impact of time-av-

eraged maximum winds from best-tracks might lead to an error when SAR-retrieved in-

tensity parameters were compared with them and in some empirical functions we pro-

posed. In addition, the relationships between central surface pressure and the other two 

intensity parameters were analyzed and applied to empirical function development. 
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Appendix A 

In this section, TC samples and their SAR data information are briefly listed in Table 

A1 and Table A2. Corresponding best-track data, e.g., center locations, maximum winds 

and central surface pressures are not shown here but available on request from the author. 

Table A1. Brief information of 19 typhoon samples and SAR images used in this study. 

Typhoon 

Name Area SAR Instrument Acquisition Time (UTC) 

Megi Western Pacific Sentinel-1A 20160926 09:34 

Jongdari Western Pacific 

Sentinel-1B 20180725 20:46 

Sentinel-1A 20180726 20:37 

Sentinel-1B 20180727 08:22 

Shanshan Western Pacific Sentinel-1A 20180808 08:23 

Soulik Western Pacific Sentinel-1B 
20180818 08:38 

20180818 20:45 

Jebi Western Pacific 
Sentinel-1B 20180829 07:55 

Sentinel-1A 20180831 20:39 

Mangkhut Western Pacific 
Sentinel-1B 20180911 20:47 

Sentinel-1A 20180914 09:50 

Trami Western Pacific Sentinel-1A 
20180925 21:20 

20180928 09:35 

Kon-Rey Western Pacific Sentinel-1A 20181002 21:11 

Yutu Western Pacific Sentinel-1A 20181025 20:31 

Hagibis Western Pacific Sentinel-1A 20191008 20:30 
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Halong Western Pacific 

Sentinel-1A 20191105 19:57 

Sentinel-1B 20191106 19:49 

Sentinel-1A 20191107 19:39 

Table A2. Brief information of 23 hurricane samples and SAR images used in this study. 

Hurricane 

Name Area SAR Instrument Acquisition Time (UTC) 

Lester East Pacific Sentinel-1A 

20160826 13:39 

20160830 14:45 

20160831 03:15 

Gaston Atlantic Sentinel-1A 

20160826 21:16 

20160827 09:21 

20160829 21:41 

20160830 09:45 

20160901 20:29 

Hermine Atlantic Sentinel-1A 20160904 22:32 

Karl Atlantic Sentinel-1A 20160923 22:22 

Miriam East Pacific Sentinel-1A 20180831 03:32 

Florence Atlantic Sentinel-1A 
20180904 08:34 

20180908 09:39 

Helene Atlantic Sentinel-1B 20180912 08:18 

Sergio East Pacific Sentinel-1A 

20181006 14:06 

20181007 02:34 

20181009 14:29 

Michael Atlantic Sentinel-1A 
20181009 23:43 

20181010 11:49 

Leslie Atlantic Sentinel-1A 20181013 07:15 

Juliette East Pacific Sentinel-1A 20190904 13:39 

Douglas East Pacific Sentinel-1A 20200725 03:47 

Teddy Atlantic Sentinel-1A 20200922 10:16 
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